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FOCUS GROUP 6: BABY BOOMERS
April 26, 2007
6 participants + moderator

17:50:48  Craig joined.
17:56:34  Mouse joined.
17:56:55 Craig Hi Robin!
17:56:59 Craig You made it!
17:57:39 Mouse I thought I had Java installed, so it took a few extra min-

utes. Sorry!
17:57:42   BarberRick joined.
17:57:52  BarberRick Good Evening
17:57:58 Craig Rick, you're back!
17:58:24  BarberRick Yes Ann let me play with you all some more. lol
17:58:35 Craig hmm
17:58:55 Mouse Do I want to know the details?
17:58:55 Craig Actually Rick I don't know if that's a good idea
17:59:00  BarberRick Shes the best
17:59:07  BarberRick lol
17:59:43 Mouse How many are you expecting?
17:59:55 Craig 6-8 .. fingers still crossed ..
18:00:04  Knance joined.
18:00:12  McIntosh joined.
18:00:15   GW joined.
18:00:21 Craig Wow, welcome everyone!
18:00:29 McIntosh Great to be here!
18:00:31  GW Thanks Craig
18:01:04   BarberRick left.
18:01:12 Craig How's everyone tonight?
18:01:26 Knance Feeling good!
18:01:41 McIntosh Doing great! How are you all?
18:01:41 Mouse great
18:01:48  GW Very well
18:02:09 Craig Did anyone have trouble with the chat software?
18:02:26  GW None at all
18:02:26 Knance Not so far.
18:02:40 Craig That's great.
18:02:44 Craig It can be a little ... flaky.
18:03:06  GW This is a nice little application! ::rolleyes
18:03:06 Craig It doesn't like it when you try to go to another Web page. 

It will log you out of the room.
18:03:13  52andHappy joined.
18:03:19 Craig Also, if you have pop-up browsers active, you'll need to 

turn them off.
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18:03:22 Craig Hey 52!
18:03:22 52andHappy Thanks. it's good to be here
18:03:45 52andHappy Hi. How's everybody?
18:04:09 Knance Should we block pop-ups?
18:04:14 Craig yes
18:04:22 Craig erg I said "pop up browsers" didnt I
18:04:32 Craig I meant pop-up blockers :)
18:04:59 Mouse Whew, I was feeling stupid!
18:05:11 52andHappy Ok, so we should enable pop-ups?
18:05:33 Craig yes
18:05:38 52andHappy Gotcha.
18:06:00 Craig Ok .. does anyone need to leave directly at 9 tonight?
18:06:19 McIntosh No, I'm good as long as you need me here
18:06:28 Craig If so, I can make sure things stay moving so we get eve-

rything done by then
18:06:29  GW Nope, the evening is free
18:06:33 Knance Nope
18:06:51 52andHappy I'm ok for over an hour but have plans after that.
18:06:54 Mouse I'm good!
18:07:05 Craig ok great :) Not that I want to keep you all late, I just need 

to know now because it will help me parcel out time.
18:07:17 Craig I guess let's get started. One or two more people may 

show up (I'm hoping) but we can go ahead and begin
18:07:30 Craig First of all, Thank You all for agreeing to help me with my 

thesis research!
18:07:42 McIntosh Turn about is fair play LOL
18:07:53 Craig (indeed it is!)
18:08:13 Craig What we'll do is, we'll spend a little time talking about 

advertising in general, and then we'll look at 6 specific 
print ads that I will ask you about.

18:08:38 Craig But when I ask you about ads in general, I mean all ad-
vertising, including TV, radio, outdoor, etc.

18:08:45 52andHappy any guidelines or rules for our discussion?
18:08:51 Craig Not really, no :)
18:09:05 Craig Just feel free to share whatever is on your mind pertain-

ing to the discussion
18:09:15 Craig This is about gathering your opinions .. the more opinion 

shared, the better for the thesis
18:10:15 52andHappy ok
18:10:16 Craig ok just to remind .. if you try to surf to a Web site, you'll 

be logged out of the chat .. I know I have that habit 
sometimes, wanting to look something up elsewhere

18:10:33 52andHappy what, no cheating?
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18:10:36 Craig One other minor thing: there's a button you should be 
able to see that has four little arrows. Click that button 
expands the chat window.

18:10:47 Craig no cheating!
18:10:53 Craig :)
18:11:09 Mouse Just what a baby boomer needs!
18:11:25 Craig Ok .. first general question. What kinds of ads do you 

enjoy?
18:11:28  GW Better than the AARP...
18:11:39 McIntosh Ads with humor
18:11:44 Mouse clever-intelligent humor
18:11:48 52andHappy i like the ads that show regular people in regular situations.
18:11:50 McIntosh Yes, definately
18:12:11 Knance I used to like tv ads that featured music that I grew up with. 

But lately I find they bug me.
18:12:13 Mouse ones with an unexpected twist
18:12:16 52andHappy like those folks sitting in the sids by side tubs outside 

watching the sunset. I can relate to them (smie)
18:12:19  GW I enjoy ads with drama, graphic uniqueness
18:12:41 McIntosh I like visually stimulating ads and lean toward good music
18:12:43 52andHappy I don't enjoy ads much really
18:12:47 Knance I love the Target TV ads. Cool graphics.
18:12:53 McIntosh Nothing that trys to play to my nostalgia
18:13:17 Craig Mcintosh, what would be an example of that?
18:13:21  GW Geico.com; Aflac, ipod & Apple
18:13:28 52andHappy I like variation - running the exact same ad over and over 

makes me quickly ignore it.
18:13:30 Mouse a hint of sexual innuendo or sexiness is also okay if it re-

lates to the product
18:13:54 McIntosh Ads that talk about 'yesteryear' a time when things were 

'better'
18:14:46 52andHappy I really liked those ads about Herding Cats but I can't recall 

the product.
18:15:14 McIntosh I liked the Ikea ads, the herding cats was a computer com-

pany
18:15:15 52andHappy I like funny but natural animals - like thatweimereiner dog 

they dress up.
18:15:17 Mouse Sometimes I like the ads aimed at young people - it gives 

me a sense of pop culture
18:15:18 McIntosh But I don't remember what it was
18:15:25  Shadow joined.
18:15:29 Craig Hi Shadow!
18:15:31  GW Auto ads are a bore, also drug company ads, ads for funeral 

insurance,
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18:15:43 Craig Glad you made it!
18:15:43 52andHappy I love ads with chimps dressed up!!!
18:15:47 McIntosh I disagree to a point
18:15:51 Mouse Agree with GW
18:15:54 Craig We're talking about what kinds of ads we enjoy.
18:15:54  GW not to mention ads for tomorrow's sitcoms
18:15:55 McIntosh I liked the car ads that morphed into something else
18:15:58 McIntosh Remember those?
18:16:30 52andHappy I *hate* the ads for feminine hygiene products!!!! How 

Gross. and unfeminine
18:17:13 Knance I hate drug company ads where they say such and such is a 

miracle drug, then follow with the awlful side effects
18:17:28 52andHappy yeah;, I like ads with excellent computer graphics - like 

morphing as Mcintosh mentions.
18:17:29  GW Ok, focus on the positive here.... Short ads, ads with color, 

good music, agree with the comment before about humor. 
Also unpredictability

18:17:29 McIntosh I liked the one about 'viagra' of sorts - the 'brady bunch' 
lookikng ad that talks about how Dan ? is a happier man 
etc

18:17:34 Mouse ok, 52, byt not as bad as the old "mother do you douche?" 
ad that used to run on TV!

18:18:15  GW Craig, were we focussing on which media?
18:18:22 Craig No, media doesn't matter.
18:18:31 Craig Just advertising in general.
18:18:34 Mouse Sorry, can't stand the ED commercials--too obvious for me.
18:18:49 Craig Ok let's move to that. What kinds of commercials annoy 

you?
18:18:53 52andHappy I like ads that 'work' on both TV and radio. I find I 'learn' 

them better because they are in more than one medium.
18:18:57  GW Then snappy radio ads, Google ads are great because 

they're short, sweet and easy to ignore if you need to
18:19:14 Craig Nance, you mentioned you don't like music you grew up 

with used in commercials.
18:19:18 Craig How come?
18:19:53 McIntosh Commercials that annoy are ones that 'talk down' to me 

like the investing commericals
18:19:59 McIntosh As if I don't know about investment
18:20:07  GW Annoyances: popups!
18:20:13 Mouse I dislike insurance ads that play on people's fears.
18:20:28 Knance I find I feel like I'm being manuipulated. Especially if its ad-

vertising something that I have a problem with but combin-
ing it with a piece of music I especially like.
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18:20:31 52andHappy I dislike those that fail to identify the product they are 
pitching. What's the point?

18:21:02  GW I agree with 52, if you're going to advertise at least high-
light the darn product

18:21:05 Shadow All commercials annoy me.
18:21:06 McIntosh I don't like ads thet try to undermine the 'other' guy like 

cell phone ads etc.
18:21:11 Mouse Craig, how do you classify "infomercials?" Are those ads?
18:21:17 Craig Nah not really.
18:21:27 Craig All commercials .. you mean TV, Shadow?
18:21:43 McIntosh Infomercials are the Yanni concerts for those that suffer 

from insomnia
18:21:50 Mouse I don't either, and I can't stand them.
18:22:00  GW Ads for movies annoy me, since they show all the good 

parts and leave little to anticipate
18:22:11 Craig Mouse, what was that in reference to?
18:22:15 52andHappy Oh yes, I Hate political Commencials - They should be re-

quired to only say what the candidate is For - not attack 
some one else' s position. !!!

18:22:15 Craig Informercials?
18:22:20 Shadow TV, radio, print...all of them.
18:22:33 Knance Here, here, down on political ads
18:22:37 Craig Why do they annoy you?
18:22:38 52andHappy infomercials Are Just That
18:22:59  GW Insincerity, playing on fears, distortion of facts
18:23:09 52andHappy because they just smear others.
18:23:24 McIntosh Political commericals are the most annoying because they 

are sending out strategic messages, not really talking 
about issues they represent

18:23:27 Knance That can be said about a lot of ads. it's just infomercials go 
on forever.

18:23:28 Mouse Sometimes the ads in women's magazines...it's hard to tell 
what kind of a product they are selling.

18:23:38 52andHappy the last 2 elections has been all about Dividing people by 
getting them to focus on a couple of insiginficant things 
that incite emotion.

18:23:42 Craig all right
18:23:44  GW But they are usually the most stylish
18:23:52 Craig so .. do ads help you make purchase decisions?
18:24:07 McIntosh Not at all, just cheap entertainment
18:24:12 52andHappy yes sometimes
18:24:14 Shadow Absolutely not.
18:24:22 Knance once in a while
18:24:41 Mouse I can't think of any.
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18:24:41  GW Yes, Craig, I was sold on a Mac because of the recent ads 
with actors representing the two competing systems

18:24:50 McIntosh So what is it about broadcast ads taped at 20 decibles 
higher than regular programming so as to gain your atten-
tion wh ile you leave the room to get a snack or whatever

18:24:55 Craig Wow, really GW?
18:25:00 Craig The ad pushed you over the edge?
18:25:08 52andHappy yes that mac vs. Pc series with the two guys is Very effective
18:25:10 Knance I'm already a Mac user, but those ads reinforced my alle-

giance
18:25:53  GW Actually they've done a great job using humor to make 

solid points, which I know something about, but hadn't 
had put in summary

18:26:10 52andHappy I wonder - do those restaurant ads influence you? Do they 
make you hungry?

18:26:26 McIntosh Hmmmm....only if I'm bored
18:26:37 Knance they annoy me when it's too late at night to go out
18:26:44  GW Actually the Paris Hilton ads eating a hamburger were clas-

sics of what not to do
18:26:49 Craig 52 you mean those ads for Red Lobster and Applebees 

and such?
18:27:01 Mouse The food never looks like it does in the ad!
18:27:12 52andHappy yes, those ads for the chain restaurants.
18:27:12 McIntosh That's for sure, nor is the wait staff as eager to serve
18:27:15 Shadow It's junk food.
18:27:24 Knance that's true about just about every product that is advertised
18:27:40 McIntosh There were is truth in advertising?
18:27:42 52andHappy Yes, all but the popeil fisherman (smile)
18:27:53 Craig What is, Nance?
18:27:59 Craig what's true about just about every product
18:28:05 52andHappy Mcintosh, come back???'
18:28:20  GW Ads which educate you about the benefits of a product, not 

insulting intelligence, are good
18:28:23 Knance that the actual product often falls short of the advertised 

image
18:28:26 McIntosh Truth in advertising seems to be missing
18:28:32 Craig got it
18:28:36 Craig ok .. next q
18:28:41  GW All's fair in love and the media
18:28:44 Craig what media do you pay the most attention to advertis-

ing?
18:28:48 Craig (speaking of media)
18:29:09 52andHappy huh?
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18:29:15 Craig examples of media being, televison, radio, magazines, 
newspapers, outdoor, web, direct mail, and so on

18:29:20 McIntosh Print ads because there is typically more information and 
they don't yell at me or try to invade my brain

18:29:25 Craig where do you notice ads the most?
18:29:30 Mouse Pay attention to are the operable words.
18:29:35 McIntosh Magazines because of th e color
18:29:40 Knance television, then magazines. I'm pretty good about blocking 

radio ads
18:29:44 McIntosh the layout and design
18:29:55  GW television because it's hard to get away; also ads on web-

sites, all influence me. Print media is easy to turn the page, 
scanning

18:30:04 Shadow Ads are shallow & insulting.
18:30:08 Mouse I have to agree, magazines.
18:30:34 Craig ok ..
18:30:56 Craig so in general, how would you characterize your overall 

attitude toward advertising?
18:31:09 Mouse generally negative
18:31:09 52andHappy I don't think ti draw distinctions based on the media type
18:31:30 McIntosh The advertising is trying to get our attention to sell some-

thing that will make him;/her more money
18:31:38  GW Positive, it's information, it's up to the viewer/consumer/

reader to select what's good for them
18:31:39 McIntosh But not necessarily something that I need
18:31:47 Knance I know it serves a purpose. I just wish it hadn't gotten so 

sophisticated and manipulative
18:31:57 McIntosh Yes, I agree Knance
18:32:00 52andHappy Well, I certainly Enjoy the free communication that hap-

pens because of advertising. I doubt there would be many 
good programs if we all had to send in our pledges

18:32:22 McIntosh Right, 52 - agreed -
18:32:53 Mouse And I switch to a different station when it's pledge time on 

KBIA
18:32:56  GW Actually, so many programs are not free = we still pay for 

cable, for internet access, for newspapers and magazines
18:33:22 Craig that's a good point
18:33:24 52andHappy not me, my 19 y/o son is moving out. I ditching cable
18:33:30 McIntosh True, but do we as a society or a Boomer Generation lean 

more toward ads for improvement?>
18:33:43 McIntosh For example, health ads, weight loss, hair replacement etc.
18:33:57 McIntosh Investment?
18:34:16 McIntosh Faster cars for that midlife crisis ::)
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18:34:19 Mouse Changing the subject, I find the advertising at ball games 
distracting. College, pro, regardless of venue. Does it 
bother anyone else?

18:34:24 Knance but isn't that also playing on our fears and our vanities
18:34:26 52andHappy yes, for a generation that supposedly is into feeling good, 

we sure spend a boatload on trying to get better - thinner, 
happier....

18:34:36  GW Certainly they are focussed at us!
18:35:36 Craig Ok we need to move on. Time to look at some ads.
18:35:44 Craig Here's where things can get a little tricky.
18:35:50 52andHappy Ire: sports ads, I dislike the 'advertising' caused by things 

being renamed. Like the college bowl games and arenas 
around the country.

18:36:21 Craig What's going to happen is, I'm going to "push" an ad to 
you. That will cause a new browser window to open. If 
everything works as designed, you should not be 
knocked out of the room, but you might be.

18:36:33 Craig If that happens, just log back in .. you don't need to fill 
out the form again.

18:36:50  GW See you on the other side then
18:37:07 Craig If you Don't get an ad, let me know and I will email you 

the ad directly.
18:37:08 Craig Ok, here comes ad #1.
18:37:29  Mouse left.
18:37:35  52andHappy left.
18:37:35  Mouse joined.
18:37:37 Craig You should be able to flip back and forth between the 

chat and the ad.
18:37:45 Craig Mouse, did you get the ad?
18:37:58   GW left.
18:38:00 Mouse no i got bumped out
18:38:06 McIntosh I got the ad
18:38:09 Craig ok .. let's try again
18:38:13   GW joined.
18:38:22  52andHappy joined.
18:38:24 Craig GW, did you get the ad?
18:38:29 Craig 52, did you get the ad>?
18:38:33  Mouse left.
18:38:34  GW I got kicked out...
18:38:36 Knance Got it
18:38:41  Mouse joined.
18:38:43 Craig ok I will email it to you guys
18:38:46  GW But saw the ad!
18:38:50 Craig oh good
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18:38:51 52andHappy not sure, I got kicked out... there's a java.com window is 
that it?

18:38:56 Craig nope
18:39:12 Craig I'm sure that means your version of Java doesn't support 

the 'push' function.
18:39:17 Craig So I will email you the ad too.
18:39:22 Craig Mouse did it work that time?
18:39:33 Shadow I didn't get it.
18:39:39 52andHappy yes. I was warned to upgrade, but like to live a bit behind 

the curve sometimes.
18:40:15 Craig Mouse?
18:40:17 Craig Still with me?
18:40:28 Mouse No, I got kicked out again, and I jsut installed Java tonight. 

Could try opening another tab and pasting the url?
18:40:49 Craig that will kick you out.
18:40:51 52andHappy I'm here
18:40:53 Craig Let me just email it.
18:41:04 Mouse ok
18:41:33 Craig ok, it's on its way.
18:41:48 Craig Everyone who got the ad .... what do you think about it?
18:41:51 McIntosh I like the layout and use of graphics allowing you to look at 

something that is surreal and could never occur in real life. 
but the implication is that life is never dull if you're living 
on the edge

18:42:06 Craig If you were paging through a magazine and came to this 
ad, would you stop to read it?

18:42:17 Shadow Where is it?
18:42:22  GW I hate the standard tropes - cars, city, happy couple, eve-

ning, what's the point!
18:42:24 McIntosh Only to get the jest of the ad
18:42:31  GW I would pass it by
18:42:36 McIntosh But I wouldn't invest a lot of time on it
18:42:45 McIntosh It is a bit edgy, though
18:42:45 Knance I've not been impressed with this campaign - print or 

broadcast. the print ads look like bad computer graphics. 
the tv ads have a song that sticks in my brain and annoys

18:42:58 52andHappy I like the computer graphics
18:43:00 McIntosh Pun intended
18:43:04 52andHappy what's it selling?
18:43:13 McIntosh The car a Ford
18:43:16  GW There's a city for sale?
18:43:21 McIntosh I wish!
18:43:21 Craig A bridge :)
18:43:23 Mouse No, vehicle is ugly and the print is too small.
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18:43:31 52andHappy I wanna buy that experience.
18:43:44 McIntosh The print is small, but the experience is what is being 

communicated
18:43:45 52andHappy how much does it cost?
18:43:46 Craig So does this ad effect at all your opinion of the vehicle 

shown?
18:43:56 McIntosh A city version of a 'walk along the beach'
18:44:04  GW Actually so much of advertising is trying to make people 

think that dreams will come true with a purchase
18:44:04 Mouse no
18:44:05 Knance it would be more effective if the car was more edgy. but this 

one is lame.
18:44:42 McIntosh Crossover design can't be pretty is it a combo electric car?
18:45:08 Mouse Maybe, but the car looks like it's been inserted by a com-

puter. I like similar ads that make me wonder how they did 
that.

18:45:16 52andHappy yeah. cause it looks like a collage - that car does not belong 
in the scene at all. why would I want to have that car in my 
life? esp if it's the experience I'm intriqued by, it seems to 
diminish the

18:45:37  GW But really all it's showing is the look of the car, and perhaps 
one's to inpute something about it's handling and the fact 
its a chick/guy magnet?

18:45:59 Knance that car is not a chick/guy magnet
18:46:01 McIntosh With Ford's budget and computer graphics being what it is 

today, Ford could have done a better job
18:46:19  GW I agree Knance, so I don't see the point of selling the "expe-

rience"
18:46:23 Mouse That couple would Not be in That vehicle. Yuk.
18:46:32 52andHappy The car is environmentally friendly, really? not a gas hog? 

that's what would sell the car to me.
18:46:35 McIntosh But is it, Knance? The car attracted the metal railing and is 

driving off the page leaving the girl/guy behind in the dust
18:46:59  GW Pedal to the metal
18:47:05 McIntosh :)
18:47:22 Craig ok .. let's move on
18:47:26 52andHappy Knance is right. it's the Car they are supposed to be selling 

- not a stroll along the river with the love of your life.
18:47:27 Craig Next ad :) ready?
18:47:29 Knance I'm waiting for it to fall off the Edge
18:47:36 Mouse I take that back. Maybe they have three kids at home. 

Yawn.
18:47:40 McIntosh Likie the relationship?
18:47:45 52andHappy now, don't get edgy.
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18:47:48 Craig I'm going to just push it to GW, Mcintosh and Knance. I 
will email it to the others.

18:47:56 Craig Here comes.
18:48:33 Craig Ok everybody got it?
18:48:46  GW Yep, is it the same?
18:48:47 Craig (gonna try to move things along now in the interest of 

time.)
18:48:52 Craig No GW .. this is a new one
18:48:56 McIntosh Is it the same ad?
18:49:01 Knance is it supposed to be the same ad?
18:49:04 Craig LOL
18:49:08 Craig nope .. lemme try that again
18:49:20 52andHappy this mostly black and very difficult to read ad riles up some-

thing that increasingly pisses me off
18:49:22 Craig ok there ..
18:49:46  GW I like it - very nicely composed
18:49:54 52andHappy Vive Pro ad, I mean. What bugs me is that you have to have 

Very good vision to read the words.
18:50:03 McIntosh The implied is that we're using downgrades
18:50:27 McIntosh Does that mean advertisers aren't thinking about the aging 

population?
18:50:32  GW Perhaps it's not focussed at boomers!
18:50:45 52andHappy Why do we make all the accommodations for people in 

wheelchairs and not consider the Many people with less 
than perfect vision????

18:50:58 Mouse I responded to the top part of the ad - the classy, Loreal, 
I'm worth it message came through. But the bottom part is 
awful for the reasons mentioned by others.

18:51:10 Knance i agree, Mouse
18:51:14 McIntosh Ditto
18:51:21 McIntosh Classy but hard to read
18:51:23  GW I agree with mouse, the text is awful
18:51:28 Knance sexy bottle and black background. awful type
18:51:32 52andHappy what are those two red boxes on the lower left? scratch & 

sniff?
18:51:37 Craig So if you came across this in your magazine, would you 

stop to read it?
18:51:42 Craig What would your reaction be?
18:51:55 Knance not past the headline
18:51:57 Mouse lol scratch & sniff
18:51:57 McIntosh Nope, I'd look at the picture and approach but move on
18:52:01 52andHappy shampoo for gay guys
18:52:01  GW Yes, probably. I'd look at it; more hair for some of us is a 

good thing
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18:52:07 Mouse me too, Mac
18:52:40 Mouse Gay guys? Really? How so?
18:52:50  GW So nongays can't appreciate style?
18:52:55 52andHappy I might look at ads for shampoo, but I'd probably buy 

whatever is on sale when I need shampoo
18:53:11 McIntosh Now, it may get more attention if an attractive woman was 

running her fingers through a guy's healthy head of hair...
18:53:30 Mouse Is the metrosexual thing over?
18:53:31  GW One of the most awful ad campaigns was "hair club for 

men"
18:54:12  GW This ad is striking in design, attractive, but needs to have 

some concern for the text if it's important
18:54:13 52andHappy metresexual - new word for me. at least I learned some-

thing as well as got to chat.
18:54:26 Mouse So would a man buy this or a woman buy it for a man?
18:54:51 Knance i suspect neither
18:54:53 52andHappy since women buy the vast majority of stuff, likely the latter.
18:54:58 McIntosh A man would purchase it for himself - C'mon - men need to 

make Some of the decisions
18:55:40 Craig ok .. moving on
18:55:42 52andHappy most guys would Not buy this shampoo because of this ad. 

Seriously, where would they see this ad?
18:55:49  GW But I suspect that the ad would have to promise some very 

specific benefit for men to specifically seek out the sham-
poo

18:55:53 Craig Here comes ad 3.
18:56:51 Knance now that's a sexy automobile
18:57:07 52andHappy no such thing!!
18:57:29 Mouse I never read this much copy. But I like the car. Thank God 

it's not on the railing by the river.
18:57:31  GW Although my first impressions is it's too wordy, I think the 

pic of the car draws my attention to the text
18:57:55 Knance i don't care what the text says when the car is this good 

looking
18:57:59 Craig no such thing as a sexy automobile?
18:58:16  GW I think the ad is badly composed - too much text, and who 

the heck is the guy?
18:58:20 McIntosh The photo is a nice crisp clear photo and leaves it up to you 

whether it would look best in your garage or by the curb 
outside your home

18:58:34 McIntosh But the text is over the top - too many words -
18:58:42 52andHappy see what I mean about illegible text? why bother to put so 

many words on the page that the type has to be so small 
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that I have to put on my reading glasses to read it. I'll skip it 
for sure.

18:58:56  GW At least the fantasy of owning/driving the car experience is 
left to your own imagination unlike the Ford ad

18:59:07 Mouse Why would they put that guy's face on there to compete 
with such a nice looking car?

18:59:30 McIntosh All they needed to have said is the headline " Once you've 
driven an S-class it's hard to drive anything else"

18:59:40 McIntosh The guy's face is a turn off
18:59:54 52andHappy good point, but most americans are so obese and over-

stimulated they have no imagination - they need the expe-
rience created for them. But Benz drivers are another class 
of folks.

18:59:56  GW I think it's a German thing - no offense to anyone -- having 
an authority to validate one's salivation over the design

19:00:07 Knance i guess he ads the credibility factor
19:00:09 McIntosh Old?
19:00:09 Mouse I agree with both points, Mac.
19:01:00 52andHappy it is a nice photo of a car, but......
19:01:01 Craig It's 9:00. How's everyone doing on time?
19:01:09 Mouse The car on a billboard would be a head turner.
19:01:10 52andHappy how many more ads you got?
19:01:12 McIntosh outstanding...
19:01:13 Craig Three.
19:01:19 McIntosh go for it
19:01:22 Mouse I'm fine.
19:01:23 Knance didn't even notice -- how time flies...
19:01:25 52andHappy lets pick up the pace?
19:01:28  GW Bring it on
19:01:30 Craig Okay 52.
19:01:44 Craig One more question before we move on ..
19:01:52  GW All of us boomers have 9 pm bedtimes after all
19:01:53 52andHappy but this is interesting and I'm enjoying it
19:01:53 Craig Now we've seen two car ads. How does this one compare 

with the one for the Edge?
19:02:10 52andHappy this one is more snobby
19:02:26 McIntosh The benz ad is sophisticated
19:02:31 McIntosh Almost unaffordable
19:02:45 Knance even though it's so way out of my price-range, it gives me 

something to dream about. the edge leaves me flat
19:02:48 McIntosh the Ford ad is 'within reach'
19:02:53 Mouse The car should be on the wooden walkway by the river, no 

people. Despite the copy, the Mercedes ad was more ap-
pealing.
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19:03:03 McIntosh Agreed Mouse
19:03:06  GW Definately age was a factor in choice of design. The Benz ad 

was for folks who want to wisely consider an investment. 
the ford ad was for those who want a lifestyle and want it 
now

19:03:20 Craig So which ad appeals to you more?
19:03:24 52andHappy astute observation GW
19:03:30 Mouse Mercedes
19:03:30 McIntosh Benz
19:03:37 Knance benz
19:03:51  GW Found them both pretty unappealing actually
19:03:54 McIntosh Both ads are about lifestyle to a degree - the ford ad is 

trendy the benz ad is classic
19:04:05 Knance i am not intrigued by a picture of a car i can afford
19:04:19 Shadow Wisely consider an investment???
19:04:19 52andHappy I like the walk along the river ad because it's an experience 

I'd like to purchase. But it does not sell a car. This one goes 
further toward fulfilling the purpose. selll product

19:04:22 Mouse I agree with Knance.
19:04:32 McIntosh Perhaps we all want something we can't have - the fantasy 

is always better than the reality
19:04:38 Craig okay.
19:04:52 Knance definitely
19:04:52  GW shadow - i was being ironic
19:05:08 52andHappy is the next ad coming?
19:05:15 Craig Yes .. here comes
19:05:18 Shadow Men buy cars for 'other' reasons.
19:05:40  GW yep chick magnets
19:06:12 52andHappy I like the pop tarts ad.
19:06:21 Craig Ad #4 sent.
19:06:36 Knance it's not doing much for me.
19:06:36 McIntosh Cute, funny light-hearted
19:06:37 52andHappy It's cutre and funny and makes me think poptarts might 

make me happy.
19:06:54 McIntosh The stick figures are a little pudgy?
19:06:57  GW This is definately cute; humorous, actually the drawings 

add to the design
19:07:09 Mouse Are the pop tarts hiding from kids? I don't get it.
19:07:15 Knance i like the design.
19:07:26 Shadow I don't buy junk food - I don't care it the ad is cute.
19:07:29  GW pop tarts witness protection
19:07:33 52andHappy I'm always intriqued by advertisements that personalize 

Food -- like that cute liittle pig at the BBQ place. Interest-
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ing that giving something a face is a way to make me want 
to eat it? anti-vegan

19:07:52 Craig So this ad does not appetize you, 52?
19:08:07 Craig Does this ad make anyone here want to eat a poptart?
19:08:11  GW I wouldn't buy poptarts from seeing the ad
19:08:12 McIntosh Nope
19:08:14 Knance no
19:08:16 52andHappy pop tarts do not appetize me
19:08:19 McIntosh Actually makes me want to hide!
19:08:19 Mouse no
19:08:20 Shadow No
19:08:34 Knance kind of scary actually
19:08:40 52andHappy reminds me of when I stuck a knife int eh toaster and got 

shocked not a good memory
19:08:58 Craig ok so .
19:09:03 Craig what do you suppose this ad is trying to say?
19:09:06 Craig what's the message?
19:09:11 52andHappy But I lie the open space on the ad, and it's easy to read!!
19:09:19 Mouse That's what I was asking!
19:09:23 McIntosh Message? Don't hide in the toaster if you're a pop tart
19:09:39 52andHappy Touche Mcintosh@
19:09:42  GW the message is that poptarts are so desirable a food that 

they must hide otherwise they'll be consumed
19:10:05 52andHappy Oh, I guess you're right, but I'd not get that message.
19:10:15 Shadow It's annoying - like all the rest.
19:10:39 52andHappy I keep wonderin what' on the front of the kind on teh right. 

Is that a smile or what? on it's body?
19:10:43  GW for me this the most likeable ad so far, the only one not fo-

cussing on lifestyle and dreams
19:10:45 Knance poptarts are victims?
19:10:54 Mouse lol
19:11:07 McIntosh Poptarts are bigger than the kids, sinister actually
19:11:08 McIntosh Lol
19:11:09 Craig that's interesting commentary GW.
19:11:32 52andHappy maybe it's an ad for toasters that are larger than chilldren? 

Like those kids who ended up in the witch's overn in the 
fairy tale/

19:11:50 Shadow They are all stupid. None of the ads make me want to but 
anything.

19:11:50 Craig Lol .. this ad always brings out the best comments.
19:11:51 Mouse I dislike ad that market things to kids that are bad for kids.
19:11:58  GW it's an ad that either kids or their folks could understand 

too
19:12:22 Shadow White sugar can kill you.
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19:12:23 52andHappy it is a much better ad than the others.
19:12:31 Knance too many negatives attached to be appealing
19:12:42 McIntosh Crazy good says it all....
19:12:44 Craig okay
19:12:46 Craig next ad
19:13:42  GW good for nothin youngin]
19:13:45 Craig Ad #5 sent.
19:14:25 52andHappy I don't know which of those I wish my kids would inherit? 

Looks like a slacker to me.
19:14:45 52andHappy what is the wealth ethic?
19:14:59 McIntosh The ad is an investment ad, but it says that kids have to 

choose between the two ethics when in fact they need both 
to have both

19:15:00 Knance good question
19:15:05 Mouse Working wealth is a ideology of a bunch of priviledged 

White guys
19:15:09 Shadow It's lame.
19:15:11  GW wealth should be preserved, not shared with the unworth
19:15:33 McIntosh This ad truly speaks to the Millenials, though,
19:15:35  GW that's my take on the ad
19:15:36 52andHappy so, once again I step onto the soap box. what's with the 

print that lacks sufficient contrast and size to be easily 
legible?

19:15:50 McIntosh It's to a younger crowd...
19:15:53  GW good point 52 it's gdarn hard to read
19:16:21 Knance would the younger crowd have kids that age?
19:16:34  GW the working wealthy would perhaps
19:16:36 52andHappy wealth should be presenved not shared with the unworth, 

eh GW? Sounds very republican to me.
19:16:53 52andHappy where can I meet these working wealthy?
19:17:10 Knance wealth ethic makes me think of unscrupulous corporate 

types
19:17:17  GW 52 i was not necessarily expressing a personal opinion, hav-

ing actually voted socialist ticket at one time
19:17:28 Shadow What is the message the ad is sending?
19:17:58 52andHappy gotcha, didn't mean it that way, just attributing the com-

ment. I was not directing my comment to you personally. 
Sorry if it came across that way.

19:18:00 McIntosh That the work ethic is for losers, but the wealth ethic is for 
the priveledged

19:18:03 Mouse continue to pamper because you can afford it?
19:18:23 52andHappy who knows???
19:18:43  GW the point of this ad is quite unclear compared to the pop-

tarts if this is possible
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19:18:45 Shadow I rest my case.
19:18:54 52andHappy it would not attract me to a particular investment banker.
19:19:31 Shadow I would go out of my way to avoid them.
19:19:34 52andHappy and having that for a kid is not an experience I'd be willing 

to pay for either. take me back to the edge.....
19:19:44 Mouse Theme: work smarter, not harder or something like that? 

But I really dislike the elitist tone.
19:19:50 McIntosh The ad is designed to gear investment decisions - setting 

your kids up for a secure future
19:20:03 Craig Would this ad make you stop to read it if you happened 

upon it in your magazine?
19:20:13 52andHappy Heck No!
19:20:15 McIntosh Nope, I'd move on based on the kid alone
19:20:24  GW i think one thing missing Craig is the context of the ads! 

what publication would they be found in and how would 
that intended audience impact the reaction. if the smith 
barney ad were in fortune ma

19:20:28 McIntosh He's a slacker doesn't deserve my consideration
19:20:32 Knance no ... too confusing
19:20:42 McIntosh Don't have the time to care
19:20:48 52andHappy he can't even hold his head up straight
19:20:52 McIntosh Work hard first, then play hard
19:21:00 Mouse No money, no young kids. Nope
19:21:04 McIntosh Good point GW on both counts
19:21:17 Craig So GW you think you might pay more or less attention to 

the ad depending on what magazine you find it in?
19:21:18 52andHappy craig, i gotta go soon. is it vital that I see the remaining 

ads?
19:21:32 Craig Yes, just one more. I think we have enough here, let's do 

the last one
19:21:45 52andHappy sorry to rush the group.
19:21:49  GW no i think that i'd be inclined to pay more attention to ads 

in a magazine whose subject i were interested in
19:21:57 Mouse It's ok.
19:21:58 Craig gotcha GW.
19:21:59 Knance i agree
19:22:02 Craig Last ad on its way.
19:22:45  GW man, brings back memories of younger days
19:22:51 McIntosh Cute ad, something you'd find in family circle mag
19:23:04 McIntosh Coupon at the bottom a big draw for 'clippers'
19:23:06 Knance i guess this is supposed to appeal to a young TMing crowd?
19:23:12 52andHappy but who wants to admit they use an acne pad?
19:23:18 Craig TMing?
19:23:30 Knance text messaging
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19:23:34 Craig ahh
19:23:40 Mouse Dumb, but anyone who has done it can identify. No need to 

read the bottom copy. Point made.
19:23:44  GW i think the ad is confusing; how much time does the typical 

reader spend on an ad? in ten seconds the point is still kind 
of unclear to me

19:24:26 McIntosh The consumer here may be the boomer mom who is shop-
ping for their kid who is still living at home!

19:24:27  GW burned by your acne pad? they catch on fire like dell batter-
ies?

19:24:27 52andHappy I like the coupon being a part of the ad. Might cause some-
one to tear it out -- especially if I found it in a magazine in a 
waiting room somewhere -)

19:24:29 Mouse I got this quicker than the pop tart ad.
19:24:46 Shadow This one is not cute.
19:24:50 McIntosh Oh, 52, so you're the one who has all those missing 

pages...:)
19:24:51 52andHappy GW, you are a hoot!
19:24:51  GW i agree the coupon did catch my eye
19:25:12 Knance i got the joke. but the ad is ugly. if I or my son or daughter 

need the product, I'll clip the coupon. if not, i move on
19:25:17 Mouse I still get zits - thank you very much.
19:25:17 52andHappy And, one Final time here, I'm griping about illegible text.
19:25:42 Mouse I ignored the text. I recognized the name. And I would take 

the coupon, too.
19:25:53 McIntosh Seriously, if my kid needed acne pads I might pick up a 

pack but personal experience is that Stridex irritates as an 
astringent

19:26:03 McIntosh Yes the print is too small
19:26:22 McIntosh Anyone consider ads in braille?
19:26:23  GW its funny that advertising being such a mature field that so 

many bad practices like the small text are so persistent
19:26:30 52andHappy but, stridex Owns the acne pad market don't they? Why do 

they have to spend so much on advertising, why not just 
reduce the price of the product instead?

19:26:45 Craig What is the point this ad is trying to make?
19:26:48 Craig What's the key message
19:26:52 Knance i think text is just for those few that don't get the graphic
19:26:53 52andHappy It's not like they have to 'create demand' lots of new kids 

get acne each year.
19:26:59 McIntosh Choose an acne pad that is face friendly
19:27:18 Mouse Back then we had stridex & clearasil. Have you looked at all 

the choice now?
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19:27:22  GW the point is that stridex is face friendly probably not full of 
alcohol but soothing lotions?

19:27:41 Craig But Mcintosh, you said that stridex is known to irritate. 
Does this ad challenge that assumption to you?

19:27:46 Knance not the stidex of my childhood
19:27:48 52andHappy Ok, but I'd be more likely to choose based on the vitamins, 

or whatever might be helpful to my sick skin.
19:27:48  GW yeah, clearasil was alcolhol held in a gell
19:28:04 McIntosh It does for me personally, but my kid may not be as sensi-

tive to the ingredients
19:28:16 Craig ok gotcha
19:28:46 52andHappy sorry craig, gotta run
19:28:48  GW i think that price sensitivity for something like this is not so 

great - results are dear to a acne victims
19:28:54 Craig Ok 52. I think we're about done here.
19:29:02 Craig Thanks very much for staying :)
19:29:07 McIntosh Bye 52, thanks for the insights and humor
19:29:09 Mouse I read labels. On everything. And look at consumer com-

plaints & reports. An ad may get me to look at a product if 
I'm in the market for that product, but I not buy any of 
these products on the ads alo

19:29:22 52andHappy good luck with your thesis, I hope we will ge t a chancet to 
learn what you discovered.

19:29:32 Craig Everyone's welcome to a copy :)
19:29:37 52andHappy Have a good live you all.
19:29:40 McIntosh Count me in
19:29:41 52andHappy bye
19:29:45 Shadow Imy experience is that even with the coupon, you are still 

paying more than you would for this product than you 
would pay without a coupon for a similar product that 
doesn't spend $$$ advertising.

19:29:45 Mouse I want one too
19:29:48 McIntosh Night, 52
19:29:57 Knance same here. no matter what the ad says, if the first ingredi-

ant is alchohol, i won't buy it
19:30:11 McIntosh But is the product say a 'generic' brand as good?
19:30:14  GW actually shadow is right; advertising adds so much to a 

product budget
19:30:31 McIntosh I recently purchased a generic to Claritin and it was of no 

effect
19:30:42  GW i agree with knance except for good liquor
19:30:47 McIntosh Had to spend an additional $10 for the real thing
19:30:54 Knance of course
19:30:58 Mouse GW, I was thinking the same thing.
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19:31:14 McIntosh Advertising ads dollars, but so does packaging
19:31:32 Shadow The generic & name brand are often the same thing - 

manufactured in the same place.
19:31:35 Mouse Sorry craig. It cracked me up.
19:31:44 Craig What did?
19:31:45  GW mcintosh very good point, but the packaging is actually an 

extension of the ads most of the time
19:32:02 McIntosh True - and what about bus and taxi billboards?
19:32:07 McIntosh Do you find them useful?
19:32:09 McIntosh Or annoying
19:32:11 McIntosh Just a thought
19:32:12  52andHappy left.
19:32:15 Mouse the comment about alcohol being the first ingrediant.
19:32:27  GW very distracting bus, taxi, truck billboards
19:32:30 Shadow And who is driving the bus???
19:32:48 Knance very little impact
19:32:51 McIntosh I don't know, but I did like the 'Get on the Bus' cajun com-

mercials
19:32:56  GW a boomer comment some may get - the bozos are driving 

the bus
19:32:59 McIntosh Like you're being invited to a party
19:33:00 McIntosh :)
19:34:06 Craig So Shadow, you're suggesting that all advertising dollars 

are wasted because they only increase the price of the 
product?

19:34:09  GW what next Craig?
19:34:58 Craig I think we're done here everyone :)
19:35:00  GW i find so much information about new products, services, 

media comes via ads you just have to filter
19:35:17 Shadow Yes
19:35:24 Mouse Frankly, I get more aggravated over excessive packaging 

than I do ads. I know it's competitive. Don't like most ads, 
but understand the need for them.

19:35:45 Knance ad dollars are for product awareness. the irony is, once the 
stridex's of the world make us all awarer of the product and 
how much we all need it, we go out and buy the cheaper 
generic

19:36:01 McIntosh The only way ads compel me to purchase something is if I 
feel I'm getting a good deal or if it is a better product than 
the one I'm using

19:36:03  GW excellent point Knance
19:36:17 McIntosh Such as beauty products, etc.
19:36:34 Craig oh! That was another question I had actually.
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19:36:44 Craig This is the second personal hygeine product we've seen 
tonight.

19:36:48 Craig How does this one compare to Loreal?
19:36:50 Shadow Define beauty.
19:36:56  GW advertising is dangerous for the manufacturer; if Proctor 

and Gamble sells me a terrible handsoap I won't buy an-
other product they make

19:37:40 McIntosh Beauty as in products that enhance what is naturally the 
essence of who we are

19:37:41 Mouse I will try generic once if it looks to be the same ingrediants. 
If it doesn't work or tastes like cardboard, I get brand name 
the next time.

19:37:54 McIntosh Makeup that lasts a 15 hour day, etc
19:37:55  GW Loreal was intended as something you "might" want to buy. 

Stridex is something you must buy to be not handsome/
beautiful

19:38:23 McIntosh Loreal is one of image and status
19:38:32 McIntosh Stridex is one of necessity

19:38:38 Knance loreal is selling an image enhancer. stridex is a utility prod-
uct

19:38:41 McIntosh Simply by design
19:38:51 McIntosh True Knance good point
19:39:08 Craig How is Loreal an image enhancer?
19:39:10 Craig the Loreal product, I mean.
19:39:47 Mouse Both stridex and Loreal reinforce the ideal that we want to 

be beautiful. Just like all the models are rail thin.
19:39:49  GW thicker hair = more attractive, expensive product = better 

product is the message
19:40:19 Knance it's for those that want to enhance their image with thicker 

hair. not that thin hair is a good thing. but it is less prob-
lematic than acne

19:40:33 McIntosh To a point....but stridex is to take care of problem like a 
woman might need monistat

19:40:47 Craig got it
19:40:51 McIntosh But Loreal is to enance an aspect one considers a benefit
19:41:07 Mouse Whoa. Interesting connection.
19:41:23 McIntosh Lol
19:42:01  GW except for the burning reference there's little to indicate 

the value of buying stridex
19:42:40 McIntosh True, but most ads do not emphasize the benefit back to 

you as the consumer that is implied?
19:42:57 McIntosh Part of Maslow's Heirarchy?
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19:43:32  GW true, a few seconds of viewing the ad does not allow for 
much info

19:43:44 Shadow L'oreal --- for men??? Is this a joke or what?
19:44:08  GW craig, got to go, thanks
19:44:15 Craig Ok GW.
19:44:17 McIntosh Market expansion....for Loreal
19:44:17 Mouse Look at the Ford ad. Beautiful people, thin, nice clothes. No 

homeless people in the ad. It's about image. Except for 
monistat.

19:44:25 Craig Everyone, I think we can break here.
19:44:26   GW left.
19:44:30 Craig Thank you all So much!
19:44:34 McIntosh thanks Craig, this has been fun
19:44:40 Craig I really appreciate your patience and for staying the extra 

time.
19:44:44 Mouse most welcome. Goodnight
19:44:52 Knance this has been interesting. thanks for including me
19:44:59 Craig Thanks for participating!
19:45:29 Craig Amazon.com spendos to come to an email box near you! 

:)
19:45:56 McIntosh Thanks, Craig! Have a great evening!
19:46:08 Craig You too!
19:46:14 Craig Good night everyone.
19:46:19  McIntosh left.
19:46:21  Mouse left.
19:46:44 Knance will we get to read your thesis?
19:47:05 Craig Sure!
19:47:11 Knance I'm really curious how the other groups responded
19:47:12 Craig I will post it on the Web page when it's done.
19:47:27 Craig I will also be updating my thesis blog.
19:47:36 Craig You can keep tabs on my progress that way too.
19:47:39  Shadow left.
19:47:43 Knance thanks. take care.
19:47:48 Craig You too :)
19:47:53 Craig See you at Ad Fed
19:47:53  Knance left.
19:48:07  Craig left.
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